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we find spin correlations across the entire disk that alternate in sign 
even up to the largest distance of d =  | d|  =  10, as expected for a state 
with antiferromagnetic long-range order. We determine the tempera-
ture of each sample by comparing the measured nearest-neighbour 
correlator C1 to quantum Monte Carlo predictions at half-filling, which 
gives T/t =  0.25(2) for the lowest temperature (Methods).

As temperature increases, the strength of antiferromagnetic order 
decreases rapidly, until for T/t =  0.64(6) only nearest-neighbour spin 
correlations remain. To quantitatively analyse the spin correlations, we 
plot in Fig. 2b a binned azimuthal average of the sign-corrected spin 
correlator (− 1)iCd as a function of distance d (Methods). For large  
distances (d >  2 sites), the measured correlation functions exhibit an 
exponential scaling with distance, verified by fitting N0exp(− d/ξ) to 
each dataset, with the correlation length ξ and N0 as free parameters (but 
keeping N0 the same across all fits). For our two-dimensional system,  
quantum fluctuations lead to an increase in spin correlations at short 
distances (d ≤  2) above the exponential dependence, most prominently 
visible in the nearest-neighbour correlator26. In Fig. 2d we show the 
experimentally determined correlation length as a function of temper-
ature, which increases markedly at temperatures around T/t =  0.4. For 
the lowest temperature, we find a correlation length of ξ =  8.3(9) sites, 
which is approximately equal to the system size of 10 sites, as expected 
for long-range order.

The long-wavelength and low-temperature behaviour of our system 
is expected to be well described by the quantum nonlinear σ model27, 
which contains three fundamental ground-state parameters: the sub-
lattice magnetization M, the spin stiffness constant ρs and the spin-
wave velocity c. The spin stiffness quantifies the rigidity of an ordered 
spin system upon twisting, and has been calculated to be ρs/t ≈  0.13 for 

U/t =  7, slightly below the Heisenberg model value28. Because the tem-
peratures and correlation lengths are independently determined in our 
experiment, we can obtain an experimental value of ρs directly by fitting 
the dependence in equation (2) to the data. The data show excellent 
agreement with the predicted exponential scaling of ξ with T−1 from 
equation (2). From the fit we determine ρs/t =  0.16(1), which is larger 
than the calculated value, possibly owing to finite-size effects (Methods).

Antiferromagnetic long-range order in solid-state systems is typi-
cally detected by neutron scattering or magnetic X-ray scattering. These 
methods measure the spin structure factor at wavevector q =  (qx, qy) 
and along the z direction, given by
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In a square lattice, antiferromagnetic long-range order manifests as a 
peak in the structure factor at qAFM =  (π /a, π /a), the amplitude of which 
is directly related to the staggered magnetization: = /qm S N( )z z

AFM . 
For cold atom systems, the spin structure factor can be measured from 
noise correlations or Bragg scattering of light14. The site-resolved detection  
in our experiment enables a direct measurement of the spin structure 
factor, which is obtained from averaging the squared Fourier transfor-
mation of individual single-spin images (Methods). The same result is 
obtained when summing over all contributions of the spin correlation 
function (Extended Data Fig. 3).

For the lowest temperature, we observe a sharp peak in the structure 
factor at q =  qAFM, which confirms the presence of antiferromagnetic 
long-range order (Fig. 2c). For increasing temperatures, the amplitude 
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Figure 1 | Probing antiferromagnetism in the Hubbard model with a 
quantum gas microscope. a, Schematic of the two-dimensional Hubbard 
phase diagram, including predicted phases. We explore the trajectories 
traced by the red arrows for a Hubbard model with U/t =  7.2(2). The 
strongest antiferromagnetic order is observed at the starred point.  
b, Experimental set-up. We trap 6Li atoms in a two-dimensional square 
optical lattice. We use the combined potential of the optical lattice and 
the anticonfinement that is generated by the digital micromirror device 
(DMD) to trap the atoms in a central sample Ω of homogeneous density, 

surrounded by a dilute reservoir, as shown in the plot. The system is 
imaged with 671-nm light along the same beam path as the projected  
650-nm potential, and separated from it by a dichroic mirror. c, Exemplary 
raw (left) and processed (right) images of the atomic distribution of single 
experimental realizations, with both spin components present (upper; 
corresponding to the starred point in a) and with one spin component 
removed (lower). The observed chequerboard pattern in the spin-removed 
images indicates the presence of an antiferromagnet.
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For cold atom systems, the spin structure factor can be measured from 
noise correlations or Bragg scattering of light14. The site-resolved detection  
in our experiment enables a direct measurement of the spin structure 
factor, which is obtained from averaging the squared Fourier transfor-
mation of individual single-spin images (Methods). The same result is 
obtained when summing over all contributions of the spin correlation 
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Figure 1 | Probing antiferromagnetism in the Hubbard model with a 
quantum gas microscope. a, Schematic of the two-dimensional Hubbard 
phase diagram, including predicted phases. We explore the trajectories 
traced by the red arrows for a Hubbard model with U/t =  7.2(2). The 
strongest antiferromagnetic order is observed at the starred point.  
b, Experimental set-up. We trap 6Li atoms in a two-dimensional square 
optical lattice. We use the combined potential of the optical lattice and 
the anticonfinement that is generated by the digital micromirror device 
(DMD) to trap the atoms in a central sample Ω of homogeneous density, 

surrounded by a dilute reservoir, as shown in the plot. The system is 
imaged with 671-nm light along the same beam path as the projected  
650-nm potential, and separated from it by a dichroic mirror. c, Exemplary 
raw (left) and processed (right) images of the atomic distribution of single 
experimental realizations, with both spin components present (upper; 
corresponding to the starred point in a) and with one spin component 
removed (lower). The observed chequerboard pattern in the spin-removed 
images indicates the presence of an antiferromagnet.
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we find spin correlations across the entire disk that alternate in sign 
even up to the largest distance of d =  | d|  =  10, as expected for a state 
with antiferromagnetic long-range order. We determine the tempera-
ture of each sample by comparing the measured nearest-neighbour 
correlator C1 to quantum Monte Carlo predictions at half-filling, which 
gives T/t =  0.25(2) for the lowest temperature (Methods).
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decreases rapidly, until for T/t =  0.64(6) only nearest-neighbour spin 
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plot in Fig. 2b a binned azimuthal average of the sign-corrected spin 
correlator (− 1)iCd as a function of distance d (Methods). For large  
distances (d >  2 sites), the measured correlation functions exhibit an 
exponential scaling with distance, verified by fitting N0exp(− d/ξ) to 
each dataset, with the correlation length ξ and N0 as free parameters (but 
keeping N0 the same across all fits). For our two-dimensional system,  
quantum fluctuations lead to an increase in spin correlations at short 
distances (d ≤  2) above the exponential dependence, most prominently 
visible in the nearest-neighbour correlator26. In Fig. 2d we show the 
experimentally determined correlation length as a function of temper-
ature, which increases markedly at temperatures around T/t =  0.4. For 
the lowest temperature, we find a correlation length of ξ =  8.3(9) sites, 
which is approximately equal to the system size of 10 sites, as expected 
for long-range order.

The long-wavelength and low-temperature behaviour of our system 
is expected to be well described by the quantum nonlinear σ model27, 
which contains three fundamental ground-state parameters: the sub-
lattice magnetization M, the spin stiffness constant ρs and the spin-
wave velocity c. The spin stiffness quantifies the rigidity of an ordered 
spin system upon twisting, and has been calculated to be ρs/t ≈  0.13 for 

U/t =  7, slightly below the Heisenberg model value28. Because the tem-
peratures and correlation lengths are independently determined in our 
experiment, we can obtain an experimental value of ρs directly by fitting 
the dependence in equation (2) to the data. The data show excellent 
agreement with the predicted exponential scaling of ξ with T−1 from 
equation (2). From the fit we determine ρs/t =  0.16(1), which is larger 
than the calculated value, possibly owing to finite-size effects (Methods).

Antiferromagnetic long-range order in solid-state systems is typi-
cally detected by neutron scattering or magnetic X-ray scattering. These 
methods measure the spin structure factor at wavevector q =  (qx, qy) 
and along the z direction, given by
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In a square lattice, antiferromagnetic long-range order manifests as a 
peak in the structure factor at qAFM =  (π /a, π /a), the amplitude of which 
is directly related to the staggered magnetization: = /qm S N( )z z
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For cold atom systems, the spin structure factor can be measured from 
noise correlations or Bragg scattering of light14. The site-resolved detection  
in our experiment enables a direct measurement of the spin structure 
factor, which is obtained from averaging the squared Fourier transfor-
mation of individual single-spin images (Methods). The same result is 
obtained when summing over all contributions of the spin correlation 
function (Extended Data Fig. 3).

For the lowest temperature, we observe a sharp peak in the structure 
factor at q =  qAFM, which confirms the presence of antiferromagnetic 
long-range order (Fig. 2c). For increasing temperatures, the amplitude 
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Figure 1 | Probing antiferromagnetism in the Hubbard model with a 
quantum gas microscope. a, Schematic of the two-dimensional Hubbard 
phase diagram, including predicted phases. We explore the trajectories 
traced by the red arrows for a Hubbard model with U/t =  7.2(2). The 
strongest antiferromagnetic order is observed at the starred point.  
b, Experimental set-up. We trap 6Li atoms in a two-dimensional square 
optical lattice. We use the combined potential of the optical lattice and 
the anticonfinement that is generated by the digital micromirror device 
(DMD) to trap the atoms in a central sample Ω of homogeneous density, 

surrounded by a dilute reservoir, as shown in the plot. The system is 
imaged with 671-nm light along the same beam path as the projected  
650-nm potential, and separated from it by a dichroic mirror. c, Exemplary 
raw (left) and processed (right) images of the atomic distribution of single 
experimental realizations, with both spin components present (upper; 
corresponding to the starred point in a) and with one spin component 
removed (lower). The observed chequerboard pattern in the spin-removed 
images indicates the presence of an antiferromagnet.
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spin-spin interaction as Rydberg Van der Waals

Ji j ∼
1

|i − j |α α= 0. . .3
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FIG. 5. Configuration analysis of a 91-ion crystal using 4100 camera images. (a) Each image is represented as a point in state
space spanned by the projection coefficients cij . Only the coordinates corresponding to the three highest eigenvalues are plotted.
The clustering algorithm identifies seven different clusters (a, b1–b4, c, and d). Points are colored depending on their cluster label.
Gray points are unlabeled and correspond to images where the ions are hot or undergoing a configuration change during the image
acquisition time. (b) Crystal configurations representing the cluster centers. Cluster configurations bi can be converted into each other
by sign flips of the picture coordinates. In the images of cluster d, some of the central ions appear blurred, an effect that we attribute to
hot in-plane vibrational modes at low frequencies, or to fast transitions between two (near-)degenerate nonequilibrium configurations
during imaging [53]. (c) Each configuration can be represented by a planar graph whose vertices represent ions and whose edges link
nearest neighbors. The ions form a triangular lattice with some defects where ions have five or seven neighbors. These defects are
plotted as dark blue and light blue vertices, respectively. The number of images found in one of the four configurations is indicated in
the lower-left corner.

confining directions with the goal of maximizing pi for
the main configuration. Figure 6(a) displays measurements
of p as a function of the trap anisotropy, showing that
for ξ = 1.987, configuration a is found in more than 99%
of the images. Note that in contrast to the case of barely
two-dimensional zigzag ion crystals, where there are two
degenerate ground-state configurations, there is only a sin-
gle ground state because of the mirror symmetries of this
crystal configuration.

3. Crystal configuration simulations
To better understand how the anisotropy of the trap-

ping potential influences the probability of observing the
main configuration, we numerically search for the ground-
state and low-energy metastable configurations. In these
simulations, we assume that the ions are confined in a con-
servative anisotropic harmonic potential characterized by
oscillation frequencies ωi and perform an annealing routine
with parameters set such that the lowest-energy configura-
tion would be found in about 15% of the annealing runs.
For six values of trap anisotropy in the range 1.9 ≤ ξ ≤
2.06, the annealing procedure is performed 500 times for
each value to identify a large number of metastable con-
figurations. In a second step, the configurations found at a
particular anisotropy are used as the starting point for an

annealing scheme at a slightly different anisotropy using a
slower annealing schedule to complete the picture.

We find that the lattice configurations observed in the
experiment can be assigned to low-energy configurations
obtained by simulated annealing. In Fig. 6(b), we plot the
energy gap of these configurations above the energy of the
ground-state configuration versus the anisotropy ξ of the
potential. All configurations observed in the experiment
at ξ = 1.987 are found in the simulation, as are the most
frequent configurations at ξ = 1.915, labeled “a” and “b”
in Fig. 5. Moreover, the energy gap between the ground
state and the first excited state is nearly at its maximum at
ξ = 1.987, where the ground-state configuration exhibits
the highest stability in the experiment. Here the energy
gap corresponds to a temperature of 200 mK. In contrast,
at ξ = 1.915, the gap is only about 50 mK, which sug-
gests that insufficient laser cooling or low-energy Langevin
collisions could induce configuration changes much more
easily.

4. Mitigation of configuration changes
The higher stability of the main configuration compared

with other configurations is based on the fact that the ion
crystal is symmetric with respect to both axes that span
the crystal plane, which can be seen in the top image in
Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). For given trapping parameters, only
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INSIDE	INDUSTRY-STANDARD	19’’	RACK
AQT	QUANTUM	COMPUTER

AQT	DEMONSTRATED:	
• 50+ ions 
• 24-qubit entanglement 
• Quantum volume 128 
• Fault-tolerant performance 
• Demo‘d Shor’s algorithm 
• Demo’d finance applications 
• Demo’d security applications 
• Demo’d chemistry applications 
• … 

WITH	OUR	SYSTEM	BEING:	
• Rack-mounted 
• Cloud-accessible 
• Data-center compatible

Performance:	
• Single qubit gates 

• Τ1q = 20µs 

• Error1q = 3.5·10-4 

• Two qubit gates  

• T2q = 250µs 

• Error2q = 1.8(2)·10-2 

• Memory  

• T1 = 1.14(6) s 

• T2 = 0.45(7) s 

• T2*=1.19(9) s   (with spin echo) 

All	values	measured	in	8	qubit	register

energy cost
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Figure 4: Domain statistics and reconstructed single shot images of 53 spins. (a) Top and bottom: reconstructed
images based on binary detection of spin state (see Appendix E).The top image shows a chain of 53 ions in bright spin states.
The other three images show 53 ions in combinations of bright and dark spin states. Center: statistics of the sizes of domains,
or blocks with spins pointing along the same direction. Histograms are plotted on a logarithmic scale, to visualize the rare
regions with large domains. Dashed lines are fits to exponential functions, which could be expected for infinite-temperature
thermal state. Long tails of deviations are clearly visible, and varies depending on B̃z/J0. (b) Mean of the largest domain sizes
in each single experimental shot. Error bars are the standard deviation of the mean (see Appendix F). Dashed lines represent
a piecewise linear fit, from which we extract the transition point (see text). The green, yellow, and red data points correspond
to the transverse fields shown in the domain statistics data on the left.

The occurrence of long domains of correlated spins in
the state |"ix (fluorescing spins) signifies the fully po-
larized initial state, where the correlations in the initial
state are largely preserved by the interactions. With an
increasing transverse field, the absence of spin-ordering
is reflected by exponentially small probabilities for ob-
serving long strings. We plot the domain length statis-
tics in Fig. 4a at late times (see Appendix F), for three
example transverse field strengths, B̃z/J0 = (0.1, 1.0,
1.6). The dashed lines in Fig. 4a are fits to exponen-
tials on the histogram of domain sizes. The rare occur-
rence of especially large domains (e.g. the red boxes in
Fig. 4a) shows the existence of many-body high-order
correlations, where the order is given by the length of
the domain. We plot the mean of the largest domain size
in Fig. 4b, as a function of the normalized transverse field
strength. The average longest domain size ranges from
12 to 20, and shows a sharp transition across the critical
point of the DPT. We fit this observable to a piecewise
linear function, and extract the critical point to be B̃z/J0

= 0.89(7). For more details, see Appendix F.
The DPT studied here, with up to 53 trapped ion

qubits, is the largest quantum simulation ever performed
with high-e�ciency single shot individual qubit measure-
ments. This gives access to arbitrary many-body corre-
lators that carry information that is di�cult or impossi-
ble to model classically. This experimental platform can
be extended to tackle provably hard quantum problems
such as Ising sampling [36]. Given an even higher level
of control over the interactions between spins, as already
demonstrated for smaller numbers of trapped ion qubits
[37], this same system can be upgraded to a universal
quantum computer.

APPENDIX A: CONFINEMENT OF LONG ION
CHAINS

The ion chain is confined in a 3-layer linear Paul trap
with ⌫cm = 4.85 MHz transverse center-of-mass motional
frequency [30]. The harmonic axial confinement is kept
low enough so that the lowest energy conformation of the
ions is linear; for 8� 16 ions the axial center-of-mass fre-
quency is ⇠ 400 kHz and for 53 ions it is ⇠ 200 kHz. The
ion spacing is anisotropic across the chain, with typical
spacings of 1.5 µm at the center of the chain and 3.5 µm
at either end [38].

The e↵ective lifetime of an ion chain is limited by
Langevin collisions with the residual background gas in
the UHV apparatus [39], which in general re-orders the
crystal but can also melt the crystal and even ultimately
eject the ions from rf-heating or other mechanisms. This
can be mitigated by quickly re-cooling the chain, and
we expect that occasionally the crystal returns without
notice. Rarely, such collisions with the background gas
are inelastic, either populating the 171Yb+ ion in the
metastable F7/2 state or forming a YbH+ molecule. The
355 nm Raman laser quickly returns the ions back to their
atomic ground state manifold, with a small probability
of creating doubly-charged ions. The mean time between
Langevin collisions is expected to be of order 1 collision
per hour per trapped ion, and we expect that the mean
lifetime for a chain of ions might therefore scale inversely
with the number of ions. For 53 ions we observe an av-
erage lifetime of about 5 minutes. However, we observe
rare events where a long ion chain survives for about 30
minutes. We speculate that either the chain is consis-
tently re-captured instantaneously, or the local pressure
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Native Hamiltonian

|↑ ⟩
|↓ ⟩

|↑ ⟩

⋮
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`Programming’ Quantum Simulators
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programming quantum circuits 

time

entangle

entangle

family of entangled states

Û1(θ) = e−iθ∑ij Jij ̂σ x
i ̂σ x

j

Û2,i(θ) = e−iθn⋅ ̂σi

entangle (Ising)

local rotations

• in general not universal gate set

• scalable

trapped ion quantum resources

|ψ(θ)⟩ = ÛN(θN)…Û2(θ2)Û1(θ1) |ψ0⟩|ψ(θ)⟩

Ĥ Ising =
∑

i , j
Ji j σ̂

x
i σ̂

x
j +B

∑

i
σ̂z

i
<latexit sha1_base64="qavxTT/utiRLO2Wb0OhG3ia1uSw=">AAACXHicfZFNS+wwFIZP6+etX6PC3bgZFEFQSqvgx0IYdKOuFBwV7NibxjOdzDRtbVIZDQF/pCBu/CeCcVRw1Ou7yeE57zkhb6I8YUJ63qNlDwwODY+M/nHGxicmpyrTMyciKwuKdZolWXEWEYEJS7EumUzwLC+Q8CjB06iz+9o/vcZCsCw9ljc5NjiJU9ZklEiDwspV0CJS7WmlQxVI7ErRVPuCpbHW24EoeajYSlsfmKOte9ZAsJgT42b6QnW/sHaPLe+8T/4wcavDyoLnelub3tpW9Xvhu15PC7Xa7L87ADgMK/fBZUZLjqmkCRHiHNPYJNNa8b1cNlSBeVZI7Sz+6hK0MMZXnxOUAnNCOyRGVVKhP4PzUjY3uw3F0ryUmNK+piJccCJb36C44VE/RBOhuSvgpIPEfIqUWDhBb2u15ZqcHRPDx1ur/y9OVl3fc/0jk8c6vGkU5mAelsCHDajBHhxCHSg8wLM1bI1YT/agPWZPvFlt631mFvpk/30BfAK+NA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6ODbYZJ/E0Bc7z3lIwJ0oKNLe/E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6ODbYZJ/E0Bc7z3lIwJ0oKNLe/E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6ODbYZJ/E0Bc7z3lIwJ0oKNLe/E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iXGe09IRhpA+vKbgLJjaWymsC4g=">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</latexit>

Native Hamiltonian

… as resource for high-fidelity N-body gate
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measurements

quantum feedback

`Programming’ Quantum Simulators
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entangle

entangle

|ψ(θ)⟩

Variational Classical-Quantum Algorithms

quantum device classical computer

Review: M Cerezo, A Arrasmith, R Babbush, SC Benjamin, S Endo, K Fujii, JR McClean, K Mitarai, X Yuan, L Cincio, PJ Coles, Nature Reviews Physics 3, 625 (2021)

ansatz

optimize θ

target Hamiltonian (e.g. lattice model)

ĤT = ∑
nα

hα
n ̂σα

n + ∑
nℓαβ

hαβ
nℓ ̂σα

n ̂σβ
ℓ + …

QAOA, E Farhi, J Goldstone, S Gutman, arXiv:1411.4028, 

Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE)

Energy(θ) = ⟨ψ(θ) | ĤT |ψ(θ)⟩ → min
… computing 
ground states
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global or local

Analog Quantum Simulation + Postprocessing

16

time

Probability for 
bitstring s

is a random variable

depending on U

U ∈ 𝒰 ≡ 𝖢𝖴𝖤
Repeat

random 
unitary

Measurement post-processing

(Cross-) Correlation of probabilities

‘Noise’ or ensemble average 
(e.g. CUE)

experiment `day 1, lab 1’ experiment `day 2 lab 2’

… hybrid classical-quantum protocols

 
VQE circuit 

etc. 

quench 
dynamics,

2-design, …
<latexit sha1_base64="aB4QWrj4/U6Ri+jslLD+zuB9ugA=">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</latexit>

EU⇠U [PU (s)PU (s
0)]

<latexit sha1_base64="HA/Gm1tsRJgm8ScOjnKydCL3UY0=">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</latexit>

PU (s)
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Trapped-Ion Quantum Computing / [Simulation]

Optical Manipulation of Trapped Ions  
Quantum Computing with Trapped Ions  

1 Ions in a Linear Trap 

2 Two-Qubit Quantum Gates


’95 gate, geometric gate, …

extra 
reading 
material

in class

String of Trapped Ions

linear Paul trap

R. Blatt et al.
Quantum Simulation with Trapped Ions 

1 Hamiltonian

Transverse Ising Hamiltonian

Part I: Engineered Many-Body Systems



Quantum Computing: what we want to implement …
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• quantum memory

N spin-1/2 systems

qubitquantum register
|0⟩

|1⟩

• quantum gates

U1

single qubit gate:

=rotation of a single qubitÛ1

two-qubit gate:

U1

control                    target
Û = |0⟩1⟨0 | ⊗ 1̂1 + |1⟩1⟨1 | ⊗ Û1

• read out

• [no decoherence]

|Ψ⟩ = ∑
x∈{0,1}N

cx |xN−1xN−2…x0⟩



1. A single trapped ion

19

trap
spontaneous 
emission

ion

laser

• a single laser driven ion in a trap 

Development of the theory: 

• system: Hamiltonian (control)


• reservoir: master equation & 
continuous measurement theory

ion: internal  
= electronic

ion: external  
= motion

spontaneous 
emission

cooling & 
heating

laser

✓ decoherence

✓ preparation

✓measurement

system

reservoir

✓ control

✓ system: atom + motion in trap: 
goal: quantum engineering 

✓ [open quantum system]



1. A single trapped ion
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trap
spontaneous 
emission

ion

laser

• a single laser driven ion in a trap 

✓ system: atom + motion in trap: 
goal: quantum engineering 

✓ [open quantum system]

• model system: two-level atom + 1D harmonic oscillator

two-level system

…

phonons

Ω Γ ⊗
|0⟩
|1⟩

ωeg

ν

atom lasertrap

H = H0T + H0A + H1

H0T =
̂P2

2M
+

1
2

Mν2X̂2 ≡ ℏν(a†a +
1
2

)

H1 = − μ ⋅ E(X̂, t) ⟶ −
1
2

ℏΩeikLX̂−iωt |e⟩⟨g | + h.c.

H0A = ℏωeg |e⟩⟨e |

in RWA

|g⟩

|e⟩



1. A single trapped ion
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trap
spontaneous 
emission

ion

laser

• a single laser driven ion in a trap 

✓ system: atom + motion in trap: 
goal: quantum engineering 

✓ [open quantum system]

• model system: two-level atom + 1D harmonic oscillator

two-level system

…

phonons

Ω Γ ⊗
|0⟩
|1⟩

ωeg

ν

in `rotating frame’

H̃ =
̂P2

2M
+

1
2

Mν2X̂2−ℏΔ |e⟩⟨e |−
1
2

ℏΩeikLX̂ |e⟩⟨g | + h.c.

harmonic trap two-level atom atom-laser interaction

coherent control parameters: {Δ≡ω−ωeg, Ω, ν} ≪ ωeg, ω
RWAinternal + external degrees-of-freedom

|g⟩

|e⟩



• laser absorption and recoil

photon recoil kick

interaction

laser photon recoil:   
couples internal dynamics and center-of-mass

|g⟩

|e⟩

Ω

|g⟩ | ⊗ |motion⟩ → |e⟩ ⊗ eikL X̂ |motion⟩

H̃1 = −
1
2

ℏΩeikLX̂ |e⟩⟨g | + h.c.

• Lamb-Dicke limit

trap size

laser wave length

Lamb-Dicke expansion

a0 =
ℏ

2Mν

λL

eikLX̂ = eiη(a†+a)

= 1 + iη(a† + a) + …

η = 2π
a0

λL
≡

ϵR

ℏν ∼ 0.1

H̃1

Lamb-Dicke parameter
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• spectroscopy: atom + trap

º

blue sideband …

laser interaction

1
2

ΩeikLX̂ |e⟩⟨g | =
1
2

Ω |e⟩⟨g |

…

red sideband

ηΩa

ηΩa†

Ω

|g,0⟩
|g,1⟩

|g,2⟩

|e,0⟩
|e,1⟩

|e,2⟩

+i
1
2

Ωηa |e⟩⟨g |

+i
1
2

Ωηa† |e⟩⟨g |

laser

ºphonon

ºphonon

laser assisted phonon absorption and emission

red sideband blue sideband

Ω ηΩ ηΩ

|g⟩ |g⟩ |g⟩

|e⟩ |e⟩ |e⟩• processes: “Hamiltonian toolbox 
for phonon state engineering”
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• example: “laser tuned to red sideband”

. . .

. . .

º
vacuum Rabi frequency  

~ laser (switchable)

Jaynes-Cummings model

trap 
|g,0⟩

|g,1⟩
|g,2⟩

|e,0⟩
|e,1⟩

|e,2⟩

ηΩ
ηΩ 2

ηΩ 3

H = ℏνa†a−ℏΔ |e⟩⟨e |−
1
2

ℏiηΩ |e⟩⟨g |a + h.c.

• Remark: Cavity QED

vacuum Rabi frequency optical 

HJC = ℏνa†a + ℏωeg |e⟩⟨e | − iℏg |e⟩⟨g |a + h.c.

∼ 1/ cavity volume



[Dissipation: spontaneous emission]

25

• sideband cooling … as optical pumping to ground state

• measurement of internal states: quantum jumps …

qubit read out

...

º

preparation of pure states

ρatom ⊗ ρmotion → |g⟩⟨g | ⊗ |0⟩⟨0 |

|g,0⟩
|g,1⟩

|g,2⟩

|e,0⟩
|e,1⟩

|e,2⟩
Γ



Exercises in quantum state engineering
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• Example 1: single qubit rotation
...

...
(1) we can rotate the qubit without 

touching the phonon state
qubit

(α |g⟩ + β |e⟩ ⊗ |0⟩ → (α′ |g⟩ + β′ |e⟩ ⊗ |0⟩

|g,0⟩
|g,1⟩

|e,0⟩
|e,1⟩

• Example 2: swapping qubit to phonon mode

          

...

...
(2) Using a laser pulse we can swap 

qubits stored in ions to the phonon 
modes (and vice versa)

ion qubit phonon qubit

|g,0⟩
|g,1⟩

|e,0⟩
|e,1⟩ (α |g⟩ + β |e⟩ ⊗ |0⟩ → |g⟩ ⊗ (α |0⟩ + β |1⟩)

Û1

Ω

ηΩ
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• Example 3 [Exercise]

Example 2

We can convert an atomic superposition to a the same superposition of phonon
states by applying ⇤� laser pulse on the red transition: the state |g⌅ ⇥ |0⌅ is not
coupled to the laser light, so that |g⌅ ⇥ |0⌅ ⇤ |g⌅ ⇥ |0⌅ while |e⌅ ⇥ |0⌅ ⇤ |g⌅ ⇥ |1⌅ so
that

(�|g⌅+ ⇥|e⌅)⇥ |0⌅ ⇤ |g⌅ ⇥ (�|0⌅+ ⇥|1⌅)

Example 3

we can engineer an arbitrary superposition state of phonon states

|g⌅ ⇥ |0⌅ ⇤ |�⌅ = |g⌅ ⇥
N�

n=0

cn|n⌅

for given coefficients cn.

Idea: let us first consider the inverse of the problem - given the above superposition
state we can want to find unitary transformations to obtain |g⌅ ⇥ |0⌅.

…

Example 2

We can convert an atomic superposition to a the same superposition of phonon
states by applying ⇤� laser pulse on the red transition: the state |g⌅ ⇥ |0⌅ is not
coupled to the laser light, so that |g⌅ ⇥ |0⌅ ⇤ |g⌅ ⇥ |0⌅ while |e⌅ ⇥ |0⌅ ⇤ |g⌅ ⇥ |1⌅ so
that

(�|g⌅+ ⇥|e⌅)⇥ |0⌅ ⇤ |g⌅ ⇥ (�|0⌅+ ⇥|1⌅)

Example 3

we can engineer an arbitrary superposition state of phonon states

|g⌅ ⇥ |0⌅ ⇤ |�⌅ = |g⌅ ⇥
N�

n=0

cn|n⌅

for given coefficients cn.

Idea: let us first consider the inverse of the problem - given the above superposition
state we can want to find unitary transformations to obtain |g⌅ ⇥ |0⌅.
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…

Procedure: Applying a laser on the red sideband we couple the states |g⇤|n⇤ ⇥
|e⇤|n� 1⇤.

As a first step we apply a �-pulse so that we make the amplitude of |g⇤|N⇤ equal
to zero by transferring the amplitude cN to |e⇤|N � 1⇤. But we now have a super-
position of ground and excited state.

In the second step we apply a resonant laser so that we transform the known!
superposition of |g⇤|N�1⇤, |e⇤|N�1⇤ to |g⇤|N�1⇤with no amplitude left in |e⇤|N�1⇤.
Now we repeat the argument until we have transformed the state to |g⇤|0⇤.

The inverse transformation produces the desired state starting from the ground
state.

For details see S. A. Gardiner, J. I. Cirac and P. Zoller, Nonclassical states and
measurement of general motional observables of trapped ion, Phys. Rev. A 55,
1683 (1997)..

Experiments

see the review by quant-ph/9702038 by W. M. Itano, C. Monroe, D. M. Meekhof, D.
Leibfried, B. E. King, and D. J. Wineland on xxx.lanl.gov
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…

Procedure: Applying a laser on the red sideband we couple the states |g⇤|n⇤ ⇥
|e⇤|n� 1⇤.

As a first step we apply a �-pulse so that we make the amplitude of |g⇤|N⇤ equal
to zero by transferring the amplitude cN to |e⇤|N � 1⇤. But we now have a super-
position of ground and excited state.

In the second step we apply a resonant laser so that we transform the known!
superposition of |g⇤|N�1⇤, |e⇤|N�1⇤ to |g⇤|N�1⇤with no amplitude left in |e⇤|N�1⇤.
Now we repeat the argument until we have transformed the state to |g⇤|0⇤.

The inverse transformation produces the desired state starting from the ground
state.

For details see S. A. Gardiner, J. I. Cirac and P. Zoller, Nonclassical states and
measurement of general motional observables of trapped ion, Phys. Rev. A 55,
1683 (1997)..

Experiments

see the review by quant-ph/9702038 by W. M. Itano, C. Monroe, D. M. Meekhof, D.
Leibfried, B. E. King, and D. J. Wineland on xxx.lanl.gov
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…

Procedure: Applying a laser on the red sideband we couple the states |g⇤|n⇤ ⇥
|e⇤|n� 1⇤.

As a first step we apply a �-pulse so that we make the amplitude of |g⇤|N⇤ equal
to zero by transferring the amplitude cN to |e⇤|N � 1⇤. But we now have a super-
position of ground and excited state.

In the second step we apply a resonant laser so that we transform the known!
superposition of |g⇤|N�1⇤, |e⇤|N�1⇤ to |g⇤|N�1⇤with no amplitude left in |e⇤|N�1⇤.
Now we repeat the argument until we have transformed the state to |g⇤|0⇤.

The inverse transformation produces the desired state starting from the ground
state.

For details see S. A. Gardiner, J. I. Cirac and P. Zoller, Nonclassical states and
measurement of general motional observables of trapped ion, Phys. Rev. A 55,
1683 (1997)..

Experiments

see the review by quant-ph/9702038 by W. M. Itano, C. Monroe, D. M. Meekhof, D.
Leibfried, B. E. King, and D. J. Wineland on xxx.lanl.gov



2. Many ions
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• 2 ions & collective phonon modes

center-of-mass

stretch mode νr = 3νc

νc = ν

(3) We can swap a qubit to a collective mode via laser pulse

collective mode frequencies

longitudinal transverse
CoM

SL Zhu et al., PRL 2006

axial radial
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• Hamiltonian & control

laser

qubit 1
|g⟩

|e⟩

qubit 2
|g⟩

|e⟩

⊗
ion 1 ion 2

H = ℏνca†a + ℏνrb†b

−
1
2

ℏΩ1(t)eiηc(a†+a)+iνr(b†+b) |e⟩1⟨g | ⊗ 1̂2 −
1
2

ℏΩ2(t)eiηc(a†+a)−iνr(b†+b)1̂1 ⊗ |e⟩2⟨g |

kick center-of-mass

kick stretch mode

νr = 3νc

νc = ν

qubit 1 and 2 couple

to both collective modes 

→ entangle qubits, make spin ½ interact

−
1
2

ℏΩ1(t)eikX̂1⊗1̂2 |e⟩1⟨g | ⊗ 1̂2−
1
2

ℏΩ2(t)eik1̂1⊗X̂21̂1 ⊗ |e⟩2⟨g |+c.c.

+c.c.



3. Trapped ion quantum computing ( & quantum simulation)
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• laser cooled ions in a linear trap

Cirac & Zoller '95

Qubits: internal atomic states 

1-qubit gates: addressing ions with a laser 

2-qubit gates: entanglement via exchange of 
phonons of quantized collective mode

• state vector

quantum register databus

 |Ψ⟩ = ∑
x∈{0,1}⊗N

cx |xN−1⟩…x0⟩atom ⊗ |0⟩phonon

JI Cirac, P. Zoller, Quantum Computations with Cold Trapped Ions. Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 4091 (1995).
Review: P. Schindler et al. [Blatt-group], A quantum information processor with trapped ions. New J. Phys. 15, 123012 (2013).



4. Entangling Gates: the ’95 gate
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0r

g

state measurement via 
quantum jumps

qubit

1r

auxiliary level

addressing with different light 
polarizations

• level scheme



40Ca+

P1/2

S1/2

D5/2

Qubit
Quantum state 

detection 729	nm Quantum state 
manipulation
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Most quantum computers use binary encoding to store infor-
mation in qubits—the quantum analogue of classical bits. 
Yet, the underlying physical hardware consists of informa-
tion carriers that are not necessarily binary, but typically 
exhibit a rich multilevel structure. Operating them as qubits 
artificially restricts their degrees of freedom to two energy 
levels1. Meanwhile, a wide range of applications—from 
quantum chemistry2 to quantum simulation3—would ben-
efit from access to higher-dimensional Hilbert spaces, which 
qubit-based quantum computers can only emulate4. Here we 
demonstrate a universal quantum processor using trapped 
ions that act as qudits with a local Hilbert-space dimension 
of up to seven. With a performance similar to qubit quantum 
processors5, this approach enables the native simulation of 
high-dimensional quantum systems3, as well as more efficient 
implementation of qubit-based algorithms6,7.

Quantum information processing (QIP) successfully builds on 
the paradigm of binary information processing that has fuelled clas-
sical computers for decades. Quantum bits, just like their classical 
counterparts, are two-level systems with basis states labelled |0〉 and 
|1〉. The underlying physical systems, however, almost always con-
sist of higher-dimensional Hilbert spaces that need to be artificially 
restricted to fit our binary paradigm. This multilevel structure pres-
ents a powerful resource for QIP. Using auxiliary levels as a cache 
memory for quantum information has enabled the implementation 
of highly complex quantum algorithms8 and dissipative processes1, 
as well as improved decomposition of multiqubit gates6. Much more 
substantial advantages, however, are expected when using multi-
level systems as qudits (quantum digits) as the primary resource 
for computation for applications that are naturally formulated in 
high-dimensional Hilbert spaces, such as quantum simulation of 
lattice gauge models3 or quantum chemistry2. Yet, experimental 
realizations of qudit control in various platforms are limited to pro-
posals or proof-of-concept demonstrations9–18.

Compared with their binary counterpart, qudits feature non-
trivial coherence19, which can be exploited in quantum sensing, as 
well as much richer entanglement structures20, which cannot be rep-
licated with qubits21. Intuitively, although two-state superpositions 
are sufficient for phase estimation, tasks that involve the discrimi-
nation of multiple phase shifts22 or estimation of multiparameter 
signals23 necessarily require multilevel systems. Qudit entangle-
ment, on the other hand, is essential, not only for our fundamental 
understanding of quantum entanglement24 but also from a practical 
perspective, as it offers new avenues for quantum error correction 
(QEC)21. These features, combined with higher thresholds for topo-
logical QEC codes25 and more efficient magic state distillation26, 

make qudits a prime candidate for the next generation of quantum 
devices.

Here we demonstrate a universal qudit trapped-ion quantum 
processor (TIQP) using the native multilevel structure of chains of 
40Ca+ ions. Building on the native interactions in the trapped-ion 
platform, we implement a universal gate set for qudit QIP at a 
performance approaching that of comparable qubit systems. We 
further introduce a scalable detection scheme that allows for full 
qudit readout and develop composite pulse techniques for crosstalk 
compensation.

Our quantum processor uses a string of 40Ca+ ions in a lin-
ear Paul trap1. Quantum information is encoded in the S1/2 elec-
tronic ground state and the metastable D5/2 excited state, which 
has a lifetime of τ1 ≈ 1.1 s (Fig. 1). Two sets of permanent mag-
nets generate a magnetic field of about 4.2 G, which splits the 
ground state into two Zeeman sublevels (m = ±1/2) separated by 
about 11.7 MHz, and the excited state into six Zeeman sublevels 
(m = ±5/2, ±3/2, ±1/2), with a splitting of about 7 MHz between 
the adjacent states. This gives rise to ten allowed transitions due 
to the selection rules (Δm = 0, ±1, ±2), with the coupling strength 
controlled by laser polarization and orientation of the magnetic 
field. These transitions differ in their sensitivity to magnetic-field 
fluctuations by up to a factor of five, such that optical qubits are 
typically encoded in the least-sensitive states, namely, |0〉 = S1/2,–1/2 
and |1〉 = D5/2,–1/2. However, with magnetic shielding, spin coher-
ence times on the order of 100 ms, which is at least three orders 
of magnitude larger than typical gate times, can be achieved for 
all transitions (Supplementary Information). Each 40Ca+ ion, there-
fore, natively supports a qudit with eight levels, featuring a highly 
connected Hilbert space (Fig. 1).

Ions are initialized close to the electronic and motional ground 
state by optical pumping and a combination of Doppler cooling, 
polarization-gradient cooling27 and resolved sideband cooling1. The 
native operations available in the TIQP are equatorial rotations on 
any S–D transition:

R

i,j(θ,ϕ) = exp(−iθσ

i,j

ϕ

/2), (1)

where θ denotes the rotation angle; σi,j

ϕ

= (cos(ϕ)σ
x

i,j

± sin(ϕ)σ
y

i,j) 
for Pauli matrices σx, σy and σz; and i and j indicate the addressed 
transition according to Fig. 1. Note that the phase rotation for ϕ in 
σ

i,j

ϕ

 is positive (negative) when |i〉 (|j〉) is in the S manifold (that is, 
lower energy). The rotations (equation (1)) enable arbitrary SU(2) 
operations and are thus universal for qubit quantum computing28 
when combined with a two-qubit entangling operation such as the 
Mølmer–Sørensen gate29:

A universal qudit quantum processor with trapped 
ions
Martin Ringbauer! !1 ✉, Michael Meth1, Lukas Postler1, Roman Stricker! !1, Rainer Blatt1,2,3, 
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i,j(θ,ϕ) = exp

(

−

iθ

4

(

σ

i,j

ϕ

⊗ + ⊗ σ

i,j

ϕ

)

2

)

. (2)

This interaction is achieved by coupling the internal degrees of free-
dom of the ions to the common motion in the trap using a bichro-
matic light field. Using multiple focused laser beams, entangling 
gate operations can also be performed on arbitrary subsets of ions 
in the string (Supplementary Information). All the native opera-
tions can be performed with error rates below 1% and at least three 
orders of magnitude faster than the coherence time of the system5. 
Finally, the state of each ion is readout by electron shelving using 
the short-lived S1/2↔P1/2 transition and detecting fluorescence on a 
charge-coupled device camera.

We now demonstrate how to extend the above platform to qudits 
up to dimension seven (one level remains unoccupied for readout). 
As for qubits, this requires arbitrary single-qudit gates, supple-
mented with one two-qudit entangling gate30. For simplicity, we will 
primarily focus on d = 3 (qutrits) or d = 5 (ququints) and outline 
generalizations to other dimensions.

The set of local operations on a qudit is described by the group 
SU(d). In the case of a qutrit, the Lie algebra of SU(3) is spanned 
by Gell–Mann matrices31, which are a natural generalization of 
the Pauli matrices from SU(2) to SU(3), with further generaliza-
tions towards SU(d). The Gell–Mann matrices are a set of trace-
less, Hermitian matrices, satisfying Tr[λiλj] = 2δij, where δij is the 
Kronecker delta:

λ
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⎛

⎜
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⎝
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0 0 0
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⎟
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⎠
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⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

0 −i 0

i 0 0
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⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠
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⎛
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√
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Notably, one can identify three independent SU(2) sub-algebras: 
{λ1, λ2, λ3}, {λ

4

, λ

5

, (λ
3

+
√

3λ

8

)/2} and {λ

6

, λ

7

, (−λ

3

+
√

3λ

8

)/2}. 
This reflects the physical implementation in the trapped-ion plat-
form via two-level couplings and makes the Gell–Mann operations 
a natural starting point for a qudit quantum processor.

Beyond basis operations, an important class of single-qudit gates 
is the Clifford group, as used in QEC32. Following Ref. 33, we intro-
duce generalized Pauli Z and X operations:

Z

d

=
∑

j

ω

j

d

|j⟩ ⟨j| , (4)

X

d

=
∑

j

|j+ 1(mod d)⟩ ⟨j| , (5)

where ω

d

= e

2πi

d  and {|j⟩}d−1

j=0

 denotes the computational basis in 
dimension d. These operations generate the d-dimensional analogue 
of the Pauli group, from which one constructs the d-dimensional 
Clifford group, with the following generators:

H

d

=
1

√

d

∑

j,k

ω

jk

d

|k⟩ ⟨j| , (6)

S

d

=
∑

j

ω

j(j+1)/2

d

|j⟩ ⟨j| . (7)

Achieving universal single-qudit operations requires not only 
Clifford gates but also one additional non-Clifford gate. A popular 
choice for such a gate is the ‘π/8’ or ‘T’ gate32, which, for qutrits, is 
given by34

T

3

=

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

1 0 0

0 e

2πi

9

0

0 0 e

−

2πi

9

.

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

(8)

In our TIQP, any single-qudit operation can be constructed from 
at most O(d2) two-level rotations of equation (1) via a decom-
position into Givens rotations30 (Supplementary Information). A 
notable challenge in qudit compared with qubit QIP is that the 
elementary two-level operations lose their ‘global-phase’ gauge 
freedom. For example, a qubit Z rotation by an angle θ can be 
understood as a phase shift θ applied to |1〉, or equivalently as 
phase shifts of ±θ/2 applied to |0〉 and |1〉, respectively. In the 
qudit case, this equivalence breaks down, because any phase 
shift is measured relative to the spectator level. Supplementary 
Information discusses how to overcome this technical challenge 
when decomposing qudit gates.

Experimentally, we demonstrate universal single-qutrit control 
in an eight-ion register by implementing the fundamental Gell–
Mann rotations of equation (3), as well as the Clifford + T gate set 
of equations (5)–(8). Supplementary Information shows the process 
tomography results for each of these operations. To benchmark 
the performance of our single-qudit operations in a way that is not 
limited by state-preparation-and-measurement errors, we perform 
randomized benchmarking of the qutrit and ququint Clifford oper-
ations35 (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Information). For qutrits and 
ququints, we obtain error rates per Clifford operation of 2(2) × 10−3 
and 1.0(2) × 10−2, respectively, compared with the average error for a 
qubit Clifford gate of 6(3) × 10−4. Uncertainties on all the quantities 
and data points correspond to one standard deviation, unless stated 
otherwise. Crucially, the increase in error rate with qudit dimension 
is primarily due to the fact that the number of laser pulses required 
for a qudit Clifford gate scales quadratically with the dimension. 
The error rate per laser pulse, on the other hand, remains com-
parable for increasing dimension, which indicates that the system 
performance does not degrade with qudit dimension. In case this 
quadratic overhead in the number of laser pulses is limiting, such as 
for very high-dimensional systems, it may be beneficial to explore 
native single-qudit gate schemes via multiple driving fields22. The 
measured error rates also compare well with the thresholds for 
QEC, which, for qubits, are as high as ≈1% (ref. 36) and are expected 
to improve further with qudit dimension25.

+5/2

–1/2
–3/2

–5/2
∣6〉

∣4〉
∣1〉

∣3〉

∣2〉

∣0〉

∣5〉
∣7〉42P3/2

42P1/2

42S1/2

32D5/2

32D3/2

+3/2

+1/2

–1/2

+1/2

729 nm
397 nm

854 nm

866 nm

Fig. 1 | Level scheme of the 40Ca+ ion. Quantum information is encoded in the 
S1/2 and D5/2 states, where each transition between S and D is accessible using 
a single narrowband laser at 729!nm.
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’95 two-qubit phase gate
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• step 1: swap first qubit to phonon bus

laser

m n

1,0r

0g,
1g,

 pulseπ−

|gim|0i
|rim|0i

Û¼,0m

¡!
¡!

|gim|0i
¡i|gim|1i

0,0r

first atom: m

...

...



’95 two-qubit phase gate
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• step 2 conditional sign change

laser

0,0r

0g,
1g,

m n

1,0r

Û 2¼,1n

|gim|gin|0i ¡! |gim|gin|0i
|gim|rin|0i ¡! |gim|rin|0i

¡i|gim|gin|1i ¡! i|gim|gin|1i
¡i|gim|rin|1i ¡! ¡i|gim|rin|1i

1,1r
0,1r

-

 pulse2π−

flip sign

...

...



’95 two-qubit phase gate
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• step 3: swap phonon back to first qubit

laser

atom m

|gim 

Û¼,0m

|gin|0i ¡! |gim|gin
|rin|0i ¡! |gim|rin
i|gin|1i ¡! |rim|gin
¡i|rin|1i ¡! ¡|rim|rin

 |0i



’95 two-qubit phase gate
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• summary 

|²1i|²2i ! (¡1)²1²2 |²1i|²2i (²1,2 = 0, 1)

phonon mode returned to initial 
state|gi|gi |0i ¡! |gi|gi |0i,

|gi|r0i |0i ¡! |gi|r0i |0i,
|r0i|gi |0i ¡! |r0i|gi |0i,
|r0i|r0i|0i ¡! ¡ |r0i|r0i |0i.

m n

Excercise: write out all of these steps explicitly



input

output

truth table CNOT
Innsbruck

• (addressable) 2 ion controlled-NOT + tomography 

• teleportation Innsbruck / Boulder 

• decoherence: quantum memory DFS 20 sec 

|d×

EPR pair



Remarks: Scalability
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storagesingle qubit 
operations

two qubit gate between  
a pair of ions

movelaser laser

• key idea: moving ions without destroying qubits



Remark: the wishlist
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• fast: max # operations / decoherence [what are the limits?]

vs.

addressing:  
large distance 

vs. 

strong coupling: 
small distance

motional state factors out

qubits motional state:  
e.g. thermal

• NO temperature requirement: “hot” gate, i.e. NO ground state cooling 

• NO indivdual addressing 

|ψ⟩⟨ψ | ⊗ ρmotion → entangle via motion → |ψ′ ⟩⟨ψ′ | ⊗ ρ′ motion



4.2 Geometric [Coherent Control] Gates: One Ion
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X

P

phase space

H =
1
2

( ̂p2 + ̂x2)−f(t) ̂x
(x0, p0) (xt, pt)

• Goal: geometric phase by driving a harmonic oscillator  
• Hamiltonian

coherent state

phase

coherent state
|ψ0⟩ = |z0 = x0 + ip0⟩ |ψ0⟩ = eiϕt |zt = xt + ipt⟩

• Time evolution

          

classical evolution

phase

displacement

d
dt

z = − iωz + i
1

2
f (t)

d
dt

ϕ =
1

2 2
f (t)(z⋆ + z)

zt = e−iωt [z0 +
i

2 ∫
t

0
dτf (τ)]

• Solution

A. Sørensen, K. Mølmer, PRL 1999, PRA 2000;    G Milburn arxiv 1999,    JJ. Garcia-Ripoll, P Zoller, I Cirac, PRL 2003, PRA 2005



• Condition

After a given time  the coherent wavepacket

is restored to the freely evolved state

T

phase space

X

P
(x0, p0)

(xT, pT)

!
∫

T

0
dτ eiωτf (τ) = 0



• Rotating frame z̃t ≡ x̃t + ip̃t = eiωtzt

rotating frame

dz̃
dt

= ieiωt 1

2
f (t)

dϕ
dt

=
dp̃
dt

x̃ −
dx̃
dt

p̃ = 2
dA
dt

X̃

P̃

(x̃0, p̃0)

The phase does not depend on 
the initial state, (x0,p0)

=0 
return condition

ϕ(T ) = Im
i

2 ∫ T
0

dτeiωτf (τ)z̃⋆
τ

= Im
i

2 [∫
T

0
dτeiωτf (τ)] z̃⋆

0 +
1
2

Im∫
T

0
dτ1 ∫

τ1

0
dτ2eiω(τ1−τ2)f (τ1)f (τ2)⋆

• Phase



• Example
phase space rotating frame

a b
area A

b

X

P

X*

P*

a

unperturbed

forced

F(t)sin(2ωt)

The phase does not depend on the initial state , i.e. temperature independent(x0, p0)



Geometric phase gate: single ion
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• Hamiltonian 

• Time evolution operator

© NIST D. Leibfried et al.

single ion phase gate

motion factors out

|0×

|1×

H =
1
2

( ̂p2 + ̂x2)− |1⟩⟨1 | f(t) ̂x

U(T ) = eiϕ|1⟩⟨1|

(α |0⟩ + β |1⟩) ⊗ |z0⟩

⟶ (α |0⟩ + βeiϕ |1⟩) ⊗ |z0⟩



NIST Gate: Leibfried et al Nature 2003
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• 2 ions in a running standing wave tuned to ωr 

•  If F(t) is periodic with a period multiple of ωr, after some time the 
motional state is restored, but now the total phase is 

• To address one mode, the gate must be slow ☹

U(T ) = exp(iϕσz
1σz

2)



NIST Gate: Leibfried et al Nature 2003
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N ions

51

• We will consider N trapped ions (linear traps, microtraps…), subject to state-
dependent forces: 

• normal modes 

• unitary evolution operator 
• constraints on forces

general Ising interaction

integrable

P
(x0, p0) (xt, pt)
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Trapped-Ion Quantum Simulation

String of Trapped Ions

linear Paul trap

R. Blatt et al.

C. Monroe, W. C. Campbell, L.-M. Duan, Z.-X. Gong, A. V. Gorshkov, P. W. Hess, R. Islam, K. Kim, N. M. Linke, G. Pagano, P. Richerme, C. Senko, N. Y. Yao, 
Programmable quantum simulations of spin systems with trapped ions. Rev. Mod. Phys. 93, 025001 (2021)



10, 20 … 50 Qubit Trapped-Ion 

Programmable Quantum Simulator @ IQOQI-Labs

53 4

(a) (b) Transverse field
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Figure 4: Domain statistics and reconstructed single shot images of 53 spins. (a) Top and bottom: reconstructed
images based on binary detection of spin state (see Appendix E).The top image shows a chain of 53 ions in bright spin states.
The other three images show 53 ions in combinations of bright and dark spin states. Center: statistics of the sizes of domains,
or blocks with spins pointing along the same direction. Histograms are plotted on a logarithmic scale, to visualize the rare
regions with large domains. Dashed lines are fits to exponential functions, which could be expected for infinite-temperature
thermal state. Long tails of deviations are clearly visible, and varies depending on B̃z/J0. (b) Mean of the largest domain sizes
in each single experimental shot. Error bars are the standard deviation of the mean (see Appendix F). Dashed lines represent
a piecewise linear fit, from which we extract the transition point (see text). The green, yellow, and red data points correspond
to the transverse fields shown in the domain statistics data on the left.

The occurrence of long domains of correlated spins in
the state |"ix (fluorescing spins) signifies the fully po-
larized initial state, where the correlations in the initial
state are largely preserved by the interactions. With an
increasing transverse field, the absence of spin-ordering
is reflected by exponentially small probabilities for ob-
serving long strings. We plot the domain length statis-
tics in Fig. 4a at late times (see Appendix F), for three
example transverse field strengths, B̃z/J0 = (0.1, 1.0,
1.6). The dashed lines in Fig. 4a are fits to exponen-
tials on the histogram of domain sizes. The rare occur-
rence of especially large domains (e.g. the red boxes in
Fig. 4a) shows the existence of many-body high-order
correlations, where the order is given by the length of
the domain. We plot the mean of the largest domain size
in Fig. 4b, as a function of the normalized transverse field
strength. The average longest domain size ranges from
12 to 20, and shows a sharp transition across the critical
point of the DPT. We fit this observable to a piecewise
linear function, and extract the critical point to be B̃z/J0

= 0.89(7). For more details, see Appendix F.
The DPT studied here, with up to 53 trapped ion

qubits, is the largest quantum simulation ever performed
with high-e�ciency single shot individual qubit measure-
ments. This gives access to arbitrary many-body corre-
lators that carry information that is di�cult or impossi-
ble to model classically. This experimental platform can
be extended to tackle provably hard quantum problems
such as Ising sampling [36]. Given an even higher level
of control over the interactions between spins, as already
demonstrated for smaller numbers of trapped ion qubits
[37], this same system can be upgraded to a universal
quantum computer.

APPENDIX A: CONFINEMENT OF LONG ION
CHAINS

The ion chain is confined in a 3-layer linear Paul trap
with ⌫cm = 4.85 MHz transverse center-of-mass motional
frequency [30]. The harmonic axial confinement is kept
low enough so that the lowest energy conformation of the
ions is linear; for 8� 16 ions the axial center-of-mass fre-
quency is ⇠ 400 kHz and for 53 ions it is ⇠ 200 kHz. The
ion spacing is anisotropic across the chain, with typical
spacings of 1.5 µm at the center of the chain and 3.5 µm
at either end [38].

The e↵ective lifetime of an ion chain is limited by
Langevin collisions with the residual background gas in
the UHV apparatus [39], which in general re-orders the
crystal but can also melt the crystal and even ultimately
eject the ions from rf-heating or other mechanisms. This
can be mitigated by quickly re-cooling the chain, and
we expect that occasionally the crystal returns without
notice. Rarely, such collisions with the background gas
are inelastic, either populating the 171Yb+ ion in the
metastable F7/2 state or forming a YbH+ molecule. The
355 nm Raman laser quickly returns the ions back to their
atomic ground state manifold, with a small probability
of creating doubly-charged ions. The mean time between
Langevin collisions is expected to be of order 1 collision
per hour per trapped ion, and we expect that the mean
lifetime for a chain of ions might therefore scale inversely
with the number of ions. For 53 ions we observe an av-
erage lifetime of about 5 minutes. However, we observe
rare events where a long ion chain survives for about 30
minutes. We speculate that either the chain is consis-
tently re-captured instantaneously, or the local pressure
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Crystal geometry and collective modes of motion

• N	axial	modes

• 2	x	N	transverse	modes	
																	that	cluster	in	frequency	space

• 2N	in-plane	modes

Linear	strings	of	N	ions	:

Planar	crystals:

axial	modes transverse	modes

Collective	motional	modes:

Oscillation	frequency	(MHz)
0

Collective	motional	modes:

(15	ions)

• 	N	out-of-plane	modes slide credit: C. Roos



Entangling interactions mediated by transverse motional 
modes

Laser

(18-ion	spectrum)

Spin-spin	interaction	by	off-resonant	laser	coupling	to	vibrational	modes
Laser

slide credit: C. Roos



Variable-range entangling interactions (Ising)
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Variable-range entangling interactions (Ising)
axial	modes radial	modes

Laser Laser

K.	Kim	et	al,	PRL	103,	120502	(2009)

J.	Britton	et	al,	Nature	484,	489	(2012)

with

• laser	detuning				

Interaction	range:	

Knobs	to	turn:

• spread	of	radial	modes				

axial	modesradial	modes

couple	only	to	
center-of-mass

couple	to	all	modes	
equally
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axial	modes radial	modesaxial	modesradial	modes

Laser Laser

for

XY	model:	hopping	of	spin	excitations

Variable-range entangling interactions: XY model

slide credit: C. Roos


